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ON REPRESENTATION SCHEMES AND GRASSMANIANS OF
FINITE DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS AND A CONSTRUCTION OF

LUSZTIG

Ian Shipman

Abstract. Let I be a finite set and C{I} be the algebra of functions on I. For a finite
dimensional C algebra A with C{I} ⊂ A we show that certain moduli spaces of finite

dimsional modules are isomorphic to certain Grassmannian (quot-type) varieties. There

is a special case of interest in representation theory. Lusztig defined two varieties related
to a quiver and gave a bijection between their C-points, [4, Theorem 2.20]. Savage and

Tingley raised the question [7, Remark 4.5] of whether these varieties are isomorphic as

algebraic varieties. This question has been open since Lusztig’s original work. It follows
from the result of this note that the two varieties are indeed isomorphic.

1. Introduction

Fix a finite set I and let C{I} be the algebra of functions on I. It is a commutative
semisimple algebra. For each i ∈ I there is an idempotent ei, which satisfies ei(j) = δij
for all j ∈ I. Any right C{I} module M is an I graded vector space M = ⊕i∈IMi

where Mi = M · ei. If M is finite dimensional we set dim(M) = (dim(Mi))i∈I ∈
Z≥0{I} and call elements of Z≥0{I} dimension vectors. For two dimension vectors
u,v ∈ Z≥0{I} we write u ≤ v if ui ≤ vi for all i ∈ I, with ≤ defined analogously.

Let A be a finite dimensional C{I} over-ring, that is a finite dimensional C algebra
with an embedding C{I} ⊂ A. We can view A as an I bi-graded algebra. There are
several natural moduli spaces associated to A. First, after fixing a finite dimensional
C{I} module V we can form the representation scheme Rep(A, V ) of isomorphism
classes of right A module structures on V compatible with the I grading. From
now on, we asssume that all A modules are right A modules and that an A module
structure on an I graded vector space is compatible with the I grading. The scheme
Rep(A, V ) is a wild object and is properly studied in the setting of algebraic stacks.
To work with a more geometric moduli space, we can fix another finite dimensional
C{I} module D and form the “D-framed” representation scheme Rep(A, V,D). This
is the moduli spaces of right A module structures on V together with an arrow D → V
that parameterizes a system of A-generators of V . We construct Rep(A, V,D) using
geometric invariant theory. For a fixed A, the scheme Rep(A, V,D) only depends,
up to isomorphism, on dim(V ) and dim(D), so we can write either Rep(A, V,D) or
Rep(A,dim(v),dim(D)) to denote this scheme.

Next, suppose we fix a finite dimensional right A module M and a dimension
vector v ∈ Z≥0{I} with v ≤ dim(M). Then we have two more natural moduli
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spaces, the Grassmannians GrA(M,v) and Gr∗A(M,v) of v-dimensional submodules
and quotients of M , respectively.

The purpose of this note is to compare certain of these constructions. Let D be
a finite dimensional C{I} module. Then AD = D ⊗C{I} A is a finite dimensional,
projective right A module. Fix v ∈ Z≥0{I} such that dim(D) ≤ v ≤ dim(AD). We
prove

Theorem 2.3. The two schemes Gr∗A(AD,v) and Rep(A,v,dim(D)) are isomorphic.

There is an important special case. If Q is a quiver and CQ is the path algebra then
we can form the preprojective algebra Π0 and the quotients AN of this by powers of
the augmentation ideal. Then the moduli space of representations of AN is known as
the nilpotent Lagrangian Nakajima quiver variety, and this result verifies that there
is a quot-scheme description of it, as suggested by the work of Lusztig in [4].

2. Main theorem

In this section, we will recall the definitions and prove the main theorem. For
the following definition, we need only that A is finitely generated over C. Let us
start with the moduli space of framed representations. Fix C{I} modules D and V
of dimensions d,v respectively. We think of EndC(V ) as a C{I}-bimodule in the
obvious way, eiφej(v) = eiφ(ejv). If R is any C-algebra, then EndC(V )⊗C R inherits
the bimodule structure. Write Aop for the algebra with the same underlying vector
space as A but with reversed multiplication. Consider the functor

Repfr(A, V )(R) = HomC{I}−alg(Aop,EndC(V )⊗C R)

from commutative C-algebras to Sets. This functor associates to R the set of R-
linear right A module structures on V ⊗C R. This is co-represented by a finitely
generated, commutative C-algebra C[Repfr(A, V )]. We denote by Repfr(A, V ) the
corresponding affine variety. Let Gv =

∏
i∈I GL(vi) = GLC{I}(V ), the gauge group,

and observe that Gv acts on the functor Repfr(A, V ) through the conjugation action
on EndC(V ), which preserves the bimodule structure. Therefore it acts on the variety
Repfr(A, V ). Let Repfr(A, V,D) = Repfr(A, V ) × HomC{I}(D,V ), equipped with
the action of Gv on the factor Repfr(A, V ) discussed above and the obvious action
on HomC{I}(D,V ) by γ(φ) = γ ◦ φ.

Definition 2.1. The variety Rep(A, V,D) is defined to be the GIT quotient [5]
of Repfr(A, V,D) by Gv with respect to the inverse determinant character χ(γ) =∏

i det−1(γi).

In order to form a GIT quotient, we first form the stable locus Repst(A, V,D) ⊂
Repfr(A, V,D) with respect to χ, which is an open set. Then we take the geometric
quotient with respect to the action of Gv. This yeilds an arrow Repst(A, V,D) �
Rep(A, V,D).

In what follows, it is necessary to identify Repst(A, V,D) and show that the action
is free. As preparation, observe that there is a tautological map TA = T⊗C{I}A � A,
where TA is the tensor algebra of A viewed as a C{I} bimodule. Now assume that A
is finite dimensional; then the tensor algebra is finitely generated over C. This map
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induces a Gv equivariant map of functors Repfr(A, V ) ↪→ Repfr(TA, V ) and thus a
Gv-equivariant morphism of algebraic varieties. Clearly,

Repfr(TA, V ) ∼= HomC{I}−bimod(Aop,EndC(V )) =
⊕
i,j∈I

Hom(eiAej ,Hom(Vi, Vj)).

Of course, there is also a closed embedding of varieties

Repfr(A, V,D)→ Repfr(TA, V,D).

Now, Repst(A, V,D) is just the inverse image of Repst(TA, V ) under this embedding.
Recall, that Repst(TA, V,D) is the locus of points (x, p) ∈ Repfr(TA, V,D) such

that for any nonzero t ∈ C, the orbit Gv · ((x, p), t) ⊂ Repfr(TA, V,D) × A1 is
closed, where Gv acts on the factor A1 by the character χ. Any geometric point
x ∈ Repfr(TA, V ) defines a right TA module structure on V , compatible with the I
grading, by v · a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an = (x(an) ◦ · · · ◦ x(a1))(v). As explained in [6], the point
((x, p), t) is stable if and only if the image under p of D generates V as a TA module
with action map x. Similarly, a geometric point (x, p) ∈ Repfr(A, V,D) is just a right
A module structure on V together with a map p : D → V whose image generates V
over A.

Consider a geometric point (x, p) ∈ Repst(A, V,D), that is an A module structure
x on V and a map p : D → V whose image generates V . An element γ ∈ Gv carries
(x, p) to (γxγ−1, γp). Suppose that γ fixes x. Then γ is an A-module automorphism
of V . If γ also fixes p then γ is the identity on a generating set for V over A and
thus γ = id. Hence the action of Gv on Repst(A, V,D) is free. We conclude that
Repst(A, V,D) � Rep(A, V,D) is a principal Gv bundle, or in other words a Gv

torsor for the Zariski topology.
Next, fix a finite dimensional A module M and a dimension vector v with v ≤

dim(M). Then Gr∗A(M,v) is a subscheme of Gr∗(M,v) :=
∏

i∈I Gr∗(Mi, vi), where
Gr∗(Mi, vi) is the ordinary Grassmannian of vi dimensional quotient spaces of Mi.
Over Gr∗(M,v) we have the I-graded Euler sequence

0→ S →M ⊗C OGr∗ → Q→ 0

and each element a ∈ A defines an map a : M →M by the module structure. Hence
we can consider the arrow xa : S → Q defined to be the composition

S →M ⊗C OGr∗
a⊗id−→ M ⊗C OGr∗ → Q.

Definition 2.2 (Grassmannian of quotient modules). With respect to any local triv-
ializations of S and Q, each xa is represented by a matrix of functions. We define
Gr∗A(M,v) to be the subscheme of Gr∗(M,v) whose ideal sheaf is generated, locally,
by the entries of the matrices xa as a varies through A.

Recall that AD = D ⊗C{I} A. In the remainder of this section, we will prove the
following.

Theorem 2.3. The varieties Rep(A, V,D) and Gr∗A(AD,v) are isomorphic.

We work in the category schC of locally noetherian schemes over C. We will work
in the Zariski topology below and this will be the context for the words “local”
and “locally”. Also, we will use fpqc descent for morphisms and for quasicoherent
sheaves, but the fpqc topology will not enter the picture in any other way. By abuse of
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notation, Rep(A, V,D) and Gr∗A(AD,v) denote both the schemes defined above and
the representable functors schop

C → Set that they define. We will use the following
folklore result and we include a proof for the convenience of the reader.

Let G be an algebraic group over C. Suppose that π0 : X → Y is a principal G
bundle. Given a locally noetherian scheme T , define a T -pair (π, φ) to be a principal
G bundle π : P → T and a G equivariant map φ : P → X. We say that two pairs
(π, φ) and (π′, φ′) are equivalent if there are isomorphisms of principal G bundles
ψ : P → P ′ and ψ0 : X → X such that ψ0 ◦ φ = φ′ ◦ ψ. Let [X/G](T ) be the
set of T -pairs up to equivalence, i.e. the quotient stack of X by G. If f : S → T
is a morphism then [X/G](f) : [X/G](T ) → [X/G](S) sends a pair (π : P → T, φ)
to (f∗π : P ×T S → S, f∗φ : P ×T S → X). Given a morphism f : T → Y , let
πf : X ×Y T → T be the induced principal G bundle and φf : X ×Y T → X the
canonical G equivariant morphism.

Proposition 2.4. The natural transformation Y → [X/G] defined by sending the
morphism f : T → Y to the T -pair (πf , φf ) is an isomorphism of functors.

Proof. We will construct an inverse to the map Y (T ) → [X/G](T ). Let (π, φ) be
a T -pair and set g = π0 ◦ φ : P → Y be the composition. Since the representable
functor Y is a sheaf in the fpqc topology (e.g. [1, Exp. VIII, ch. 5]) and P → T
is an fpqc cover, g factors through a map T → Y if and only if g equalizes the two
projections P ×T P ⇒ P . However since P is a principal bundle P ×T P ∼= G × P
and the two projections become the action G × P → P and the second projection.
Now, G equivariance means that we have a commutative diagram

G× P
id×φ //

��

G×X

��
P

φ // X

where the vertical arrows are the action morphisms. Hence both of the arrowsG×P →
Y factor through G×X → Y and since X → Y is G invariant, these are equal. Hence
φ can be factored P → T → Y for some f : T → Y so P is isomorphic to f∗X and φ
is isomorphic to the canonical equivariant morphism f∗X → X. �

To get a better description of the functor Rep(A, V,D), we will need a global notion
of A module. Let T be a locally noetherian scheme and let F be a locally free coherent
sheaf. A right A module structure on F is a homomorphism Aop → End(F) such
that Fi := F · ei is locally free for each i ∈ I. We call such a structure a sheaf of
A modules or simply an A module (over T ). The rank vector dim(F) is defined by
dim(F) = (rank(Fi))i∈I ∈ Z≥0I. If F and F ′ are two A modules and α : F → F ′ is a
morphism of OT -modules, then we say α is a morphism of A modules if for any a ∈ A,
α ◦ a = a ◦α when we identify a with its images in End(F) and End(F ′) respectively.
Note that if f : S → T is any morphism then f∗ defines a functor from A modules
on T to A modules on S, thanks to the algebra maps End(F) → End(f∗F). This
functor preserves rank vectors.

We will show that the following moduli-type functor is isomorphic to both
Rep(A, V,D) and Gr∗A(AD,v).
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Definition 2.5. Let F be the presheaf of sets on the category of locally noetherian
schemes defined by

F (T ) = {pairs (V, p) on T}/ ∼
where V is an A module with dim(V) = v and p : D ⊗ OT → V is an I graded OT

module map such that in every geometric fiber of V, the image of p generates V as a
Π0 module. The equivalence relation ∼ is defined as follows. Two pairs (V, p), (V ′, p′)
are equivalent if and only if there exists an isomorphism γ : V → V ′ of A modules
such that p′i = γipi. If f : S → T is a morphism then F (f)[(V, p)] = [(f∗V, f∗p)],
where we use the canonical identification D ⊗C OS

∼= f∗(D ⊗C OT )

First, we construct a natural transformation F ⇒ Rep(A, V,D). Let T be a locally
noetherian scheme and let (V, p) represent a class in F (T ). Let PV be the I-graded
frame bundle of V. Explicitly, if PVi is the ordinary frame bundle of Vi then PV =
×IPVi , fiber product over T . By construction, π : PV → T is a Gv torsor for the
Zariski topology which has the property that π∗V is a Gv-equivariantly trivial I-
graded vector bundle. Choose a Gv-equivariant trivialization V ⊗C OPV

'−→ π∗V.
This endows V ⊗C OPV with the structure of an A module. Composing the pullback
of p with the trivialization gives a map p : D ⊗C OPV → V ⊗C OPV which generates
V ⊗C OPV in every geometric fiber. The A module structure and map p are just
matrix valued functions on PV satisfying certain identities. They define a morphism
into Repst(A, V,D), which is Gv equivariant. By Proposition 2.4, the pair (PV →
T, PV → Repst(A, V,D)) defines a map T → Rep(A, V,D). It is straightforward to
check that this construction does not depend on any of the choices that we made and
is functorial.

Next, we construct the inverse natural transformation Rep(A, V,D) ⇒ F . Let
f : T → Rep(A, V,D) be a morphism. There is an important canonical element γ0

of F (Rep(A, V,D)). We construct this in the following way. There is a canonical
A module V ⊗ ORepst(A,V,D) on Repst(A, V,D). It has a Gv-equivariant structure
which is compatible with the A module structure, meaning that each a ∈ A acts on
V ⊗C ORepst(A,V,D) by a morphism of Gv-equivariant sheaves. The Gv-equivariant
pair (V ⊗C ORepst(A,V,D), p̃0 : D ⊗C ORepst(A,V,D) → V ⊗C ORepst(A,V,D)) descends
(e.g. fpqc descent as in [1, Exp. VIII, ch. 1]) to a pair (V0, p0) on Rep(A, V,D). We
call the class of this pair γ0. We send f to f∗γ0 ∈ F (T ). It is straightforward to
check that these two natural transformations are mutually inverse.

Now, we construct a natural transformation Gr∗A(AD,v) ⇒ F . By construction
of Gr∗A(AD,v), a map T → Gr∗A(AD,v) is the same thing as an I-graded quotient
bundle Q fitting into an Euler-type exact sequence

0→ S → AD ⊗C OT → Q→ 0

having rank vector v and such that certain maps Si → Qj vanish. The bundle S is
defined by the surjection AD ⊗C OT → Q. Since these maps vanish, Q and S are Π0

sub- and quotient modules of AD⊗COT . We form p : D⊗COT → Q by composing the
natural inclusion D⊗C OT ↪→ AD ⊗C OT with the projection to Q. Since AD ⊗C OT

is generated by the image of p in each fiber, so is Q. Hence (Q, p) determines an
element in F (T ). Once again it is straightforward to check that this construction is
functorial.
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Finally, we construct the inverse natural transformation F ⇒ Gr∗A(AD,v). Given
a pair (V, p) in F (T ) we can extend p to a map AD ⊗C OT → V. Since T is locally
noetherian and this map is fiberwise surjective, it is surjective. Thus we get an exact
sequence

0→ S → AD ⊗C OT → V → 0
where S is simply the kernel. Now since the quotient map is graded of constant
rank, S is an I-graded vector bundle and since V is a quotient AD module, those
maps Si → Vj vanish. Therefore the quotient AD ⊗C OT � V determines a map
T → Gr∗A(AD,v). This natural transformation is inverse to the one constructed in
the previous paragraph.

In summary, there are isomorphisms Rep(A, V,D) ⇐⇒ F ⇐⇒ Gr∗A(AD,v).
Yoneda’s lemma implies that the composition is induced by mutually inverse alge-
braic maps between Gr∗A(AD,v) and Rep(A, V,D). This proves our result.

Remark 2.6. The geometric points of Rep(A, V,D) are isomorphism classes of pairs
of an A module structure on V and a choice p : D → V of a generating set. The
geometric points of Gr∗A(AD,v) are Amodule structures on V together with surjective
A module maps AD � V . On the level of geometric points the identification above
becomes the following. Given a geometric point of Rep(A, V,D) we extend D → V
to a map AD → V . Because D generates, this map is surjective. Given a geometric
point of Gr∗A(AD,v) we keep the A module structure on V and define p : D → V to
be the composite, D ↪→ AD � V .

3. Quiver varieties

The following notions are essentially standard, and are explained in [6] under a
different system of notation. A quiver is a finite directed graph described by a pair
Q = (I, E) where I is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. For an edge a ∈ E,
aτ and aσ will denote the target and source vertices, respectively.

aσ
a−→ aτ

Fix a quiver Q for the rest of the section and assume that Q has no edge-loops, edges
with the same source and target vertex. Let CE be the vector space generated by the
edges of Q. There is a natural CI bimodule structure on CE determined by

eiaej =

{
a aσ = i, aτ = j,

0 otherwise

Now, one defines the path algebra of Q to be CQ := T⊗CICE, the tensor algebra over
CI of the bimodule CE. The set of paths through Q can be identified with a basis of
CQ and under this identification, multiplication becomes concatenation of paths or
zero if the paths cannot be concatenated. The subalgebra CI ⊂ CQ corresponds to
the paths of length zero. See [4, 6, 2] for further discussion.

A representation of Q is a right CQ module. If M is a finite dimensional right
CQ module then the dimension vector dim(M) = (dimCM · ei)i∈I ∈ Z≥0I is just the
dimension vector of M viewed as a CI module. If V is a CI module, then CQ module
structures extending the CI module structure are determined by a collection of linear
maps {xa : Vaσ

→ Vaτ
}a∈E .
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The path algebra CQ is naturally graded by path length. Let CQn be the subspace
spanned by paths of length n and let CQ≥n =

⊕
m≥n CQm. Note that CQ≥n is a

two sided ideal. Following Lusztig, we consider nilpotent representations. Say that a
representation M of Q is nilpotent if M · CQ≥n = 0 for some n. Let V be a finite
dimensional representation of Q with N = dimCV . It is a consequence of [3, 1.8]
that if V is nilpotent then V · CQ≥N = 0. Hence the module structure on V factors
through CQ/CQ≥N .

Let V be a finite dimensional CI module with v = dim(V ). The representation
space of Q on V is

Rep(Q,V ) =
⊕
a∈E

HomC(Vaσ
, Vaτ

).

In the notation of the previous section, Rep(Q,V ) = Repfr(CQ,V ). Let Repnil(Q,V )
be the space of nilpotent representations of Q. Explicitly, Repnil(Q,V ) is the sub-
variety of Rep(Q,V ) defined by the matrix equations xa1 · · ·xaN = 0 over all paths
a1 · · · aN of length N , by the remark in the previous paragraph. Since any nilpotent
right CQmodule structure on V factors through CQ/(CQ)≥N we have Repnil(Q,V ) =
Repfr(CQ/(CQ)≥N , V ).

Given a quiver Q = (I, E), let Qop = (I, Eop) be the opposite quiver where Eop =
{a∗|a ∈ E} and the edges are attached by a∗σ = aτ and a∗τ = aσ.

aσ
a∗←− aτ

Finally, the double quiver is defined to be Q = (I, E t Eop). In some presentations,
e.g. [4], one begins with an unoriented graph and the double quiver appears once one
fixes a choice of orientation this underlying graph. The path algebra of the double
quiver has a distinguished element θ =

∑
a∈E [a, a∗], where [a, a∗] = aa∗ − a∗a. The

quotient Π0 = Π0(Q) = CQ/(θ) is an associative algebra called the preprojective
algebra.

We have Repfr(Π0, V ) ⊂ Rep(Q,V ), embedded as the subscheme defined by the
matrix equation

∑
a∈E [xa, xa∗ ] = 0. The C points of this subscheme define Π0 module

structures on V extending the CI module structure. There is also the corresponding
subscheme of nilpotent representations of Π0, Repnil(Π0, V ) ⊂ Rep(Π0, V ). All of
these schemes are Gv invariant.

Definition 3.1 (Lagrangian Nakajima quiver variety). Let

Λ(D,V ) = Repnil(Π0, V )×HomCI(D,V ).

The action of Gv on Repnil(Π0, V ) extends to Λ(D,V ) by

γ(xa, pi) = (γaτ
xaγ

−1
aσ
, γipi)

where γ = (γi)i∈I and {pi : Di → Vi} are the components of a map p ∈ HomCI(D,V ).
There is an open set Λ(D,V )st ⊂ Λ(D,V ) of stable points. The open set is defined
by the GIT stability condition [5] associated to the character χ(gi) =

∏
i det(gi)−1.

As explained in [6], if we think of a point (xa, pi) as defining a Π0 module structure
on V and a map D → V then this point is in Λ(D,V )st if and only if the image of p
generates V as a Π0 module. By [5, §1], the geometric quotient scheme L(D,V ) :=
Λ(D,V )st/Gv exists and since Gv acts freely on Λ(D,V )st, the natural morphism
Λ(D,V ) → L(D,V ) is a principal Gv bundle. Note that the Lagrangian Nakajima
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quiver variety L(D,V ) only depends, up to isomorphism, on d and v. In the formalism
of the previous section, L(D,V ) = Rep(Π0/(Π0)≥N , V,D).

Let PD = D⊗C{I}Π0 and consider Gr∗Π0
(PD, V )nil, the Grassmannian of nilpotent

quotients of PD of dimension dim(V ). We can also think of Gr∗Π0
(PD, V )nil as the

moduli space of nilpotent right Π0 module structures on V and surjections PD � V
of right Π0 modules. Let PN

D = D ⊗C{I} Π0/(Π0)≥N = PD/PD · (Π0)≥N . Since
any nilpotent right Π0 module structure on V factors through Π0/(Π0)N we have
Gr∗Π0

(PD, V )nil ∼= Gr∗Π0/(Π0)≥N
(PN

D , V ). We now have the following consequence of
2.3.

Corollary 3.2. The schemes L(V,D) and Gr∗Π0
(PD, V )nil are isomorphic.

It is clear from remark 2.6 that the induced bijection on C points is just the one
Lusztig gave in [4].
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